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Abstract

In the present work we develop a Galerkin spectral technique for solving
coupled higher-order boundary value problems arising in continuum mechanics. The set of the so-called beam functions are used ae a baais together with
the harmonic functions. As a featuring example we treat the convective flow
of a viscous liquid in a vertical slot. We show that the rate of convergence of
the series is fifth-order algebraic for the Merent &own
functions. Though
algebraic, the fifth order rate of convergence is fully adequate for the generic
problems under consideration, which makes the new technique a useful tool in
numerical approaches to convective problems. For a limited range of the governing parameters, we derive asymptotic expansions for the sought functions
and find these to be in good agreement with our numerical results.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Fourth-order boundary value problems are the standard model in continuum mechanics arising both in elasticity and in viscous liquid dynamics. The simplified 1D models
are respectively the beam equations and Poiseuille flow. A method developed for one
of the fields can easily be applied to the other. The numerical treatment of mdtidimensional problems of mechanics of continua can be much more complicakd because of the fact that the models are not evolutionary systems ( C a u c h y - K d d . 3
type) and that the boundary-value problems are of tugher order. Both these difliculties can be alleviated if a suitable spectral technique is developed k~the sense that
the basis set of functions satisfies all the boundary amd&ns.
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Naturally, a basis system of functions which does not satisfy all the boundary
conditions, such as ,the Fourier functions, would exhibit very poor convergence near
the boundaries, where the solution must satisfy four boundary conditions. An elucidating discussion on the performance of different sets of functions for various problems
can be found in the encyclopedic book of Boyd [2].

In the present work we embark on developing spectral techniques involving the socalled beam functions first introduced by Lord Rayleigh, see [12]. Some preliminary
account about the new technique can be found in [lo, 61.
While the spectral approach to single-equation models is well developed, this is
not the case when the main dynamical equation is coupled to an equation for temperature or for some other state variable. In the last case the boundary value problem for
the additional sought function can differ hom the one for the main unknown function.
For the sake of definiteness we will focus our attention on thermal convection in a
vertical slot, which is a generalization of the Poiseuille flow.
The Galerkin spectral expansion is verified for internal consistence and shown
to have fifth-order algebraic rate of convergence. In order to have an independent
verification of the performance of the algorithm we find a perturbation approximate'
solution of boundary-layer type for both the temperature and stream function. S e p
arate expressions are found for the boundary and outer layer and then these are
matched yielding uniform approximate solutions valid for the whole interval [-I, 11.
These results venfy the solutions obtained using our numerical technique.
2. THERMAL CONVECTION IN A VERTICAL SLOT

Consider the 2D flow in a vertical slot with a linear vertical temperature gradient,
Merentially heated walls, and subject to modulation of gravity in the vertical direction. The problem definition is well-described in the literature (refer to [I, 7, 5, 101
and Fig. 1 for a definition sketch). The notation used is standard:

where v is the kinematic viscosity, n - the thermal dihivity, 2L - the width
of the slot, and bT - the horizontal temperature Merence. The asterisk denotes
dimensional variables, while the same notation without an asterisk stands for the
respective dimensionless quantity.
The Rayleigh number Ra, the Prandtl number P r , and stratification parameter,
7,are defined as:
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Figure 1: Flow Geometry.
where p is the coefficient of thermal expansion of the liquid, go - the mean gravity, E the dimensionless amplitude of gravity modulations, w - the dimensionless frequency,
and 78 is the dimensionless vertical temperature gradient. Using a h i t e diiference
operator splitting scheme, the 2D flow is investigated numerically in (51. We focus our
attention on the 1D case for the purposes of developing the new numerical technique.
Under the selected boundary conditions the problem also admits a plane-parallel
solution of the form Q(x, t), 8 ( x , t) for which the governing system (see [S]) reduces
to the following:

with boundary conditions

a,)
ax

,)=-- - B = 0

for x = k l ,

The 1D flow was first treated in [7], where different regimes of flow were studied.
The parametric bifurcation of the 1D solutions was studied in detail in [S] by means
of a fully implicit difference scheme and a related 1D problem in [14].
-4 way out of these difEculties is to use spectral decomposition with respeck to
complete orthonormal (CON) systems in x-direction. The performance of a spec&
method depends heavily on the type of the basis system of functions The scope of
in space and timethis paper is to implement these ideas for the on&ensiond
dependent problem (2.l ) ,(2.2), (2.3).
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3. THE SPECTRAL TECHNIQUE

The right CON system for a fourth-order problem was introduced by Lord Rayleigh
for the problem of vibration of elastic beams. For the specific boundary conditions
arising in viscous liquid dynamics the system and its completeness were discussed in
[3]. The product formulas as well as the expansion formulas for the derivatives of
different orders were derived in a preceding authors work [4]. The product formula is
essential for the application to a nonlinear problem.
3.1. Beam Functions

Consider the Sturm-Liouville problem
d4u
- -X4u1
dy4

du
u=-=O
dy

,

for z = f l .

The nontrivial solutions (eigenfunctions) of this problem are given by
3,

1
Ji

sinh A,,z

= - [sinhA,,, -

1-

sin A,,z

cothXm-cotXm=O,

(3-2)

These functions have been introduced by Lord Rayleigh to solve problems arising in
elastic-beam theory and they are sometimes called beam functions. A major step in
the advancement of the application of the beam functions to fluid-dynamics problems
was made by Pooh [ll].The magnitudes of the different eigenvalues can be found in
most of the above cited works from the literature.
Chandrasekhar [3] derived their counterparts for problems with cylindrical symmetry. For applications to stability problems, see also [a, 131.
The expressions for developing the nonlinear terms into series with respect to the
system appeared simultaneously in (91 and [4] though in different form. We stick here
to the notations of [4] since they more explicit and easier to verify.
3.2. Expansions for the Derivatives

The different derivatives can be expressed in series with respect to the system as
follows:
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m

di = C PnmGn,

Pnm

m#n,

=

m

C=Cp,,mkm,

(3.6)

m = a,

m-1

=

4X2X2 (A,, coth An - Am coth Am), m # n,
X, ~ 0 t X,
h - (A,, ~ 0 t h

m31

m

<=Cdnmsm,
m=l

4tC:x;

A m = -n:

(3.7)

m = n,

,

+ X4, tan n,coth Am,

(3.8)

m

c = c L ~ - . c . ~ Znm=
m=l

4K0x t*
-n4, A:

+

K,,, ~ 0 t A,,.
h

(3.9)

3.3. Products of Beam Functions
For treating nonlinear problems, the most important are the product formula. Although our featuring example is linear we present these formula here:
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Xk - coth An) + n,
+ -(Ak - Xn)(coth
(Ak - An)' -

tanh n,

6%

+

+

(Xk 6,)'
AT,
-(Xk - n,)(coth X k - tanh K,,,)
An ~ 0 t Xn
h
(Xk - n , I 2 + AT,
-(An n,)(coth An tanh n,) Xk coth Xk
(An + b)'+ X i
-(An - n,)(coth An - tanh K,,,) X k coth X k
(An - n,)'+ X i

+
+
+
+
+ +
+
+
+ -(An + X k ) ( ~ (Xk
0t&
h + coth Xk) + n,tanh n,
+ +
(Ak - Xn)(cOthAn - ~ 0 t Xk)
h + tanh &,
+
(Xk - An)' + n;

.&
K,

.The most obvious test to venfy the correctness and consistency of the above
derived formulas for the products is to take the product of some two particular functions c, and c, and to compare pointwise the products c,c, and snc, with their
G a l e r h expansions into ck and sk, respectively. For the products of even functions
this comparison is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: The convergence of the series for the product qcs. Solid line: h y ; dashed
line: the best fit curve "h
2600i-5.
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3.4. Expansion of Unity

We also expanded unity into a c, series as follows:
m

1

l=Chkck(z),

hk=/Ck(Z)dZ= 24tanh nk
Kk

-1

k=l

The convergence of this expansion is algebraic of first order. This is due to the
fact that unity does not satisfy the boundary conditions for the beam functions and
as a result a strong Gibbs effect is observed near the boundaries.
Yet the overall rate of convergence of the method is fifth-order algebraic, because
in the left-hand side of the problems under consideration the fourth power of the
respective eigenvalue appears as a multiplier.
3.5. Cross-Expansions between Beam- and Trigonometric Functions

For the convective problem under consideration the difficulties arise from the
fact that the boundary value problem for temperature function is of second order,
which means that the system of beam functions is not suitable for expanding the
temperature field. It is clear that the best suited system for the temperature are the
trigonometric sines and cosines. Hence we need to develop expressions for expanding
the beam functions into trigonometric functions and vice versa (see [10, 61):
m

sin I r z =

~(~k)~(-l)'
C U I ~ S ~ ( Z )ulk, = 2 4 l1%"
- X:
'
k=l
m

1xlkck(z),
= C 2111
lrz,
I=1

cos l r z =

xs =

2 4 ~ : ( - 1 ) ' + ~tanh nk
1
i4+ - K;

(3.14)

=

2 4 n i ( - l ) l + ' tanh K,,
,
14+ - K:

(3.15)

k=l

m

c,,(z)

COS

We point out that the convergence when expanding cos(1rz) into ck series is first
order k-I (see (3.14)) due to the fact that it does not satisfy both b.c. for the beam
functions. It satisfies the condition on the derivatives but fads to satisfy the conditions
on the function itself. Clearly, the situation with the sin(1rz) is better and the rate
of convergence is of second order k-2 (see (3.13) ), because the sine functions satisfy
the boundary conditions for the functions themselves and the disagreement is more
subtle, since the conditions on the first derivative are not satisfied. The s i t u a ~ i o owith
the expansions of sk and ck in Fourier series is reversed. The order af mmzrgence
(see (3.15) ), and for sk is
(see (3.16) ). As it will be &own in what
for ck is
follows, this property is of crucial importance for the c n d rate of convergence.
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4. THE GALERKIN METHOD

The spectral technique was tested for accuracy and rate of convergence in [lo, 61.
Three model ODE problems were solved: A linear fourth order BVP, a nonlinear
fourth order BVP and a higher order coupled ODE system. It was found that with
only 30 terms in the spectral series the error was of order 0(10-8) and with 100 terms
the error was restricted to a very good order of O(10-lo). In this section we outline
the algorithm for the unsteady thennoconvective flow (the jitter flow). For the sake
of convenience we introduce the following notations:

where a h and

ed

are from (3.4) and (3.16), respectively.

For the time approximation we use a staggered in time Cradk-Nicolson-type
scheme

where {pi)L1, {dl)L, are the spectral coefficients of the stream function and temperature respectively and the superscripts denote the time stage.
Following the method demonstrated by Boyd in [2], we can show that the convergence rate of our solutions is fifth order algebraic. First, we show the following
lemma relative to the BVP (2.1)-(2.3) :

Lemma 1 8 ( z , .) E C5 ([-I, 11).
Proof: Since 9 E C4([-1, I]), then 9, E C3([-1, 11). As a result we get from (2.2)
that 8, E C3([-1, 11) which gives 8 E C5([-1, 11).
Theorem 1 Suppose . 9 ( z , .), 8 ( z , .) E C5 ( [- 1,1] ). Then, the convergence mte of
both the s p e c t d series for the solution of problem (2.1), (2.2), (2.3) is fifth o d e r
olgebmic.
Proof: The spectral series for the stream function and temperature are given by

LC
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respectively. We prove the theorem for q since the proof for 8 can be carried out in
like fashion. By debition,

After successive integrations by parts, acknowledging the boundary conditions and
the characteristic equation tanh nk tan nk = 0, and making use of (2.3) we get

+

sinh nkz sin nkz
c ~ h n k cos nk

qzz,z

&.

(4.6)
Due to the lack of differentiability of q beyond the fifth order the last term will
contribute in the integration by part quantities which are not trivially equal to zero.
Hence, continuing the process will not cancel the terms of order nk.
Note that in the proof for 8 the main reason for stopping after the fifth integration
by parts is that the term that corresponds to the first term in (4.6) is non-zero.
Q.E.D.
5. .THE LIMITING CASE: w

N

0(1),

E

51

Apart from proving its internal consistence, rate of approx&nation, and convergence,
the best verirification of a numerical method is to compare its prediction to an analytical solution in some limiting cases. As has been noted previously, the problem
(2.1), (2.2), (2.3) does not posses an exact analytic solution. However, for w 0(1),
E 5 1 it can be treated by perturbation technique and approximate analytic solutions
can be found for these values of our parameters. It has been pointed out in [5] that
the magnitude of the parameter of vertical stratification y (4y4 = rpRa)plays a most
important role in d e b i n g the profles of the velocity and temperature. For the sake
of convenience we incorporate the large parameter Ra in the scalings and rewrite our
coupled system of equations in terms of 11 = q / R a
N

-2%
an

= >=

-

with boundary conditions:
( - 1 ) =(

1=0

$,(-1)

= &(I) = 0 and e(-1) = O(1) = 0

95.3)

We separate the spatial interval into two areas. The "innei' layer [or born*
layer near the vertical walls) and the "outer" layer in the core of the flm. We denote
6 = 117 which will be the small parameter of our perturbation solution.
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5.1. The Outer Layer

So, the solutions of (5.1) and (5.2), Q and 8 outside the boundary layer are given by
the perturbation expansions:

Substituting (5.4) and (5.5) into (5.1) and equating like terms we obtain:

Since the spatial derivatives of Q are small we have that 8 0 ,= 1 which with the
use of the symmetry condition e O ( 0 )= 0 yields

There is no need to follow the same procedure for Q . The reason is that once we
have found the uniform expression for t9 we may use (5.2) and the suitable boundary
conditions for this purpose.
5.2. The Inner Layer

In the inner layer the function changes rapidly and thus, ,$

is si@cant.

So, to

resolve the inner layer we use the scaled expansions

where the scaled variable

< is given by 6< = x + 1.

Substituting the last equality into (5.1), (5.2) gives within O ( 6 ) the system

Combining (5.8) and (5.9) yields the following ODE in
parameter

+ 4 8 0 , ~ (+1
Subject to the bo'undary conditions
we obtain the solution

where a = a ( t ) = ( 1
by matching.

E cos(wt)) =

< since we may treat t as a
0.

e = BEE = 0 at < = 0 and

(5.10)

l i q d o o8(<) < oo

+ E cos(wt))l14 and CL is an arbitrary constant to be determined

L
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In the same fashion near the wall z = +1, we introduce the local variable tR=
(1- z)6-' and hence we get

5.3. Matching
We introduce an intermediate asymptotic variable 9 = fit and rewrite our inner and
outer solutions in terms of the new variable.

*-Lthe

I-rn

Our objective is to determine CL such that for fixed 7,lmj+o(d,$ - 8 0 ) = 0.
Clearly CL = -1 and thus the common part is cp = -1. So, the uniform solution for
the left boundary layer and the outer layer is

-a(z
eL=egL+eO-cp=~+exp

6

a(z + 1)
+ 1) cos + o(6).
6

We repeat the same procedure for the right boundary layer (neat z = 1) by
setting z = 1 - 6t and obtain the following uniform solution for the right inner and
outer layers

Combining the two uniformly-valid solutions we obtain the uniformly-valid solution for aLl z E [-I, 11, we get

Ou=z+exp

+ 1)

-a(z
6

COS-

a(z

+ 1) -

6

a(2 - 1)

COS
-6

-a(z - 1)
6

+ o(6).

Using this expression and (5.2) we obtain the following uniform expression for 11 since
the integration constant can be easily determined by the boundary conditions

1
+" = ,ad3{exp

+

+

+

+

-a(z 1)
a(2 1)
-a(z 1) a(2 1)
COS +=P
6
sin
6
6
6
a(2 - 1)
a(1 - 2)
a(z - 1) a(1 - 2)
+expsin -- 1) O(6).
+ e x p b COS 6
6
6
p

+

(5.17)

To compare the perturbation solutions (5.16), (5.16) with the numerical results
we juxtapose the graphs of the numerical and asymptotic solutions (see Fig. 3). One
sees that the analytical and numerical results are indistinguishable.
We have chosen the case 7 = 12, w = 3, E = 1 which is near the bards of the
parameter range for which our perturbation method is valid. This is a good choice
for our purposes since the numerical method fails for mnkhhgly smd values of the
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Figure 3: Comparison between spectral (solid lines) and asymptotic (dsshed lines)
solutions (a) stream function; (b) temperature.
modulation frequency. The reason is that for such small vales of w a very fine time
resolution is required (e.g., 1000 time steps per period) making the algorithm inefficient. Also, for E > 1 (5.16) and (5.17) become invalid since a(t) = (1 ~ c o s ( w t ) ) " ~
may become a complex number, thus changing the form of the solution. The s n a p
shots are taken a t the end of the period after the stationary oscillations have been
reached. The graphs are virtually indistinguishable because the Werence is very
small, of order 0(10-8) for 9 and O(IO-~)for 8.We have found this to be the case
for all w 5 3 and E < 1.

+

6. ALGOFKTHM, RESULTS, AND DISCUSSION

Spealung about the algorithm implementing our scheme we mention that the
inversion of the matrix in eq(4.3) is trivial. The inversion of the matrix in eq.(4.2)
is performed just once in the beginning of the algorithm and then the inverse can be
used during the time stepping to multiply the r.h.s. of (4.2). This means that the
computational cost of the above implicit scheme is equal to the cost of an explicit
scheme which makes it highly efficient.

In this section we demonstrate the performance of the method developed. We
chose Pr = 0.73, Ra = 5.1165, 78 = 0.1611 (7 = 12) and w = 200, E = 1 when
stationary oscillations can be reached and we verlfy numerically that the convergence
rate for the unsteady problem is also fifth order algebraic, i.e. pk, dk O(k-'). In
Fig.4 the coefficents pk and dk are presented as a function of k.

-

Let us mention here that the coefficients exhibit the same rate of convergence as

L

dChristov
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Figure 4: Rate of convergence for w = 200, E = 1. Upper solid line: FourierGalerkin coefficients of stream function pi. Accompanying dashed line: the best fit
5350C5. Lower solid line: Fourier-Galerldn coefficients of temperature 4. Accompanying dashed line: the best fit 4 = 30C5.
calculated in the previous section for the sake of comparison with the perturbative
solution.
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Now we can move to treating the jitter problem as outlined in the precedence.
One way to assess the results in this case is to compare with the finitemerence
solution from [5]. However, there are some differences between the dimensionless
forms of the system as used in [5] and in the present paper. The main one is in the
scaling of the spatial variable x. In order to make it more convenient for the spectral
derivations we use here the interval x E [-I, 11 while in (51 the interval is x E [0, 11.
This changes the values of the dimensionless parameters and in the situation of fivedimensional parametric space it becomes unclear to figure out how to scale the values
of the dimensionless parameters in order to have the same physical case as the one
treated in [5]. The only way we could follow in this situation is to repeat part of
the calculations with the finite-difference scheme for the newly defined domain of the
independent variable x which is twice larger.
We treat the case with Pr = 0.73, Ra = 51165, TB = 0.16112 (7 = 12) and
w = 200, E = 1. The spatial approximation of the scheme has been thoroughly
verified in the above and we will not abuse the size of the paper with doing the same
for snapshot profiles. What we can do now is to follow the temporal evolution of
the solution in one spatial position and to compare with the finite-difference solution.
We chose x = -0.5 a3 representative enough position. The most obvious is to take
the middle point x = 0, but at that point the relative temperature function B m are
using is trivially equal to zero. For the comparisons we take the same n d e ~ ~
J E Qof
divisions of one time period in the two numerical algorithms.
Fig. 5 presents the result. The solid lines are the spe.&al solution, while the
dashed ones present the finiteMerence solution. In both algorithms we conducted
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Figure 5: Timewise comparison between finitedifference and Galerkin solutions for
w = 200 and E = 1. Uppermost panel: lk(-0.5, t) ; middle panel: 8(-0.5, t);lower
panel: the loading function cos(wt).
the calculations for 200 time periods in order to ensure that the motion is of type
of stationary oscillations and after that we calculated another 5 periods in order to
make the comparison between the two solutions. One sees that the agreement is very
good quantitatively. The maximum difference is less than 0.1%. We did the same
calculations for smaller E = 0.8 and the result was equally good.

7. CONCLUSIONS
In the present work a Galerkin technique is developed for coupled thermoconvective flows in a vertical slot. The well-known beam functions which satisfy four
boundary conditions are used as a basis set for the stream function together with the
trigonometric functions for the temperature. The formulas for the cross expansion
of the two systems were not available in the literature and are derived here alongside various miscellaneous expressions needed for the successful implementation of
the Galerkin technique.
The developed numerical technique is applied to the 1D problem of thermoconvecem h a a i c a l slot with both horizontal and vertical gradients of the temperature.
p-e:i-s A a problem with multi-dimensional parametric space which can be attacked

,
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only if the algorithm is fast enough like the one proposed here. In order to verify
the temporal approximation of the Galerkin scheme we compare the present results
to calculations performed using the finitedifference scheme of [5]. The quantitative
agreement is very good.
We show theoretically that the convergence rate of the spectral solutions is fifth
order algebraic. We verlfy this by means of a numerical experiment for specific values
of the governing parameters. The fifth order means that although algebraic, the
convergence is fast enough for all practical purposes. The theoretical and numerical
findings are illustrated graphically.
Finally, we treat the case of small modulation frequency both by perturbation
technique and numerically. The spectral and analytic results are found to be in
good agreement for the common ranges of the governing parameters, for which both
techniques are valid. The numerical tool developed can be used for larger hequencies
(O(y2)) for which the perturbation method fails.
Thus, a new instrument for numerical investigation of thermoconvective modulated flows is created.
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